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Abstract. The performance of the solar cell is influenced by the spectral solar distribution.
The silicon solar cell spectral response does not totally coincide with the solar spectrum. In the
case of sun light exposure at outdoor conditions, the shapes of the cell spectral response curves
are slightly different than that of under simulated light exposure. This paper is interested in
studying the effect of variation of solar radiation during the partial eclipse on the output short
circuit current and open circuit voltage of the monocrystalline and amorphous silicon solar cells.
Also, the spectral cell behaveiour in terms of the solar eclipse was investigated. The ultimate
goal is to explain some of an interesting natural phenomenon by using the solar cell spectral
response.
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1. Introduction
Partial and total solar eclipses have been the exclusive concern of Astronomy and

Astrophysics. However over the decades of this century these phenomena have been
taken seriously into account by the Atmospheric and Environmental Sciences to study
the response of the atmosphere during the interesting and particular circumstance in
which solar light is partially or totally being blocked by the Moon. A total eclipse of
Sun is about as close to a controlled experiment as an atmospheric research can hope
for. Sunlight diminishes at a uniform and predictable rate, and near totality, the dark
umbra of the Moon sweeps across the top of the atmosphere in a narrow predictable
path. It is then possible to study how chemical (ozone layer changes, see Chudzyski,
Czyewski, et al. (2001)) and physical processes in the atmosphere take place owing to
the absence of sunlight. However, the effects most important for the environment take
place in the microscale and involve changes of the boundary layer parameters of physical
(thermodynamic processes) and chemical nature as plants response for light level decrease
which causes decrease of CO2 flux, etc. Fabian, Rappenglück, Stohl, et al (2001 ).

Eclipses are connected with the rapid and short-time, impulse-like decrease of solar
energy flux reaching the area of its visibility. Therefore, they cause noticeable changes
in the atmosphere, whose main energy source is solar radiation. The strongest effects
concern the layers where solar UV radiation contributes to ionization process (ionosphere)
and the boundary layer which is in direct contact with the ground absorbing shortwave
radiation. Especially, the impact on air temperature can be important, as the stability and
convective processes intensity change Szalowski (2002). Some of researches are interested
by the spectral distributions of skylight during the period of partial solar eclipse. The total
radiation, the colour coordinates from the spectral distributions and the ratio I600/I520
as a measure of the change in the spectral distribution are discussed in relation to the
results obtained by others Sastri (1968).
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First contact tI Maximum of eclipse tmax Fourth contact tIV Maximal magnitude fmax

11 h 25 min 2 s 12 h 47 min 51 s 14 h 10 min 11 s 0.987

Table 1. Characteristic parameters of the partial eclipse 11 August 1999 at Bratslava(Local
STD time) +1h summer time

The previous literature review reveals that, there is no work or research studies inter-
ested by investigations concerning the influence of the solar eclipse (total or partial) on
the behaviour of photovoltaic cells in terms of terrestrial applications. Present research
works include mainly studying the effect of the variation of solar radiation during the
partial eclipse on the output photovoltaic performance, specially short circuit current and
open circuit voltage of the monocrystalline and amorphous silicon solar cells. Also, the
spectral cell behaveiour in terms of the solar eclipse was investigated. The circumstance
status of the partial solar eclipse of 11th August 1999 as was observed at Bratislava is
presented in Table 1.

2. Experiment
An experimental set up is fixed above the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and in-

formation Technology at Bratislava, Slovak Republic at latitude 48o10′ N and longitude
17o 07′ E, the surface elevation being ∼ 150 m above sea level. The set up included
three sensors of interest, a radiometer to measure the variation of the solar radiation
and two types of silicon solar cells (monocrystalline cell of area 4cm2 and small amor-
phous module of area 50cm2) to measure the electrical output parameters, as well as the
metrological unit. The three sensors are arranged in horizontal poison to embodiment the
received radiation is adequate. The data were carried out during the partial solar eclipse
of 11 August 1999. The measurements were carried out every mint to pursue the phase
state of the eclipse. The paper is interested by studying the effect of variation radiation
(spectrally and quantity) during the partial eclipse on the output short circuit current
(ISC) and open circuit voltage (VOC) of the monocrystalline (mono-Si) and amorphous
(a-Si) solar cells.

3. Results and Discussion
Around the short period of an eclipse sunset and sunrise, the eclipse took place and

the sky got dark; after several minutes, the sky grew bright again. This succession of
events would require a spectral light recording for studying this phenomena. The silicon
solar cell of the types (mono-Si and a-Si) are used as a sensors for light detection. Firstly,
the electrical parameters of these cells are examined. Under standard test conditions of
illumination (100 mW/cm2) of continuous Xenon lamp simulator and air mass AM1.5,
the characterization of silicon cell sensors were measured. The calculated efficiency of the
cell sample is 12.9% at area 4 cm2. The cell is covered by a transparent thermoplastic
polymer layer, which is used as a protection cover against the atmospheric variation
effect. The amorphous silicon solar cell sensor which has already glass cover protection
against the environment is examined, and the output electrical parameters are extracted.
The a-Si showed a lower efficiency recorded is about 3% but with difference in the spectral
response as we see in figure 2(a).

The comparison among the short circuit current of mono-Si, a-Si solar cells and incident
solar radiation during the short period of eclipse around maximum of eclipse tmax are
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Figure 1. The variation of solar radiation with the current of mono-Si and a-Si solar cells
sensors during the partial eclipse (a), and the phase change of voltage-current of mono-Si cell
during the short period of that eclipse (b).

illustrated in figure 1(a). The figure shows specific identical diminishing occurring for
the ISC cell sensors owing to the depression of radiation in the period 35 min of the two
wings, except small noticeable variation in the left wing very near to tmax apprehended
by spectral effect. On the other hand, the circumstance status of the phase change of open
circuit voltage and short circuit current of mono-Si cell sensor during the short period
of partial eclipse represent a different in the depression bands as shown in figure 1(b).
The VOC reveals a sharp depression rather than ISC which represent a broadening line
curve. The reason is obvious , where the voltage is logarithmic related to the current.
Accordingly, the observations made in this work are based on a variation of the solar cell
performance, specifically the photovoltaic current output of the cell. The cell current is
more sensitive to the ambient conditions than the cell voltage. To apprehend the spectral
influence of solar eclipse on output current of the silicon solar cells, one should recognize
firstly the spectral cell response. The relative spectral response of amorphous silicon solar
cell is shown in Fig. 2(a). The curve represent maximum response in visible region at
wavelength 550 nm, and very low response in the red and IR wing. From 800 nm the a-Si
appears zero response see Ghitas (2000). This main that, the cell has high sensitivity to
the incident solar radiation in the visible band of range 380-700 nm.

Once the spectral response SR is known, the total photocurrent density JL obtained
from the solar spectral distribution F(λ) is given by:

JL = q
λm

∫
0

F(λ) [1-R(λ)] SR(λ) dλ

where λm is the longest wavelength corresponding to the semiconductor band gap, F(λ)
the number of incident photons /cm2 /sec per unit band width, and R(λ) the fraction of
these photons reflected from the surface. To obtain large JL, one should minimize R(λ)
and maximize SR(λ) over the wavelength range 0 ¡ λ ¡ λm Sze (1981).

Figure 2(b) shows the measured spectral response of the monocrystalline silicon cell
sensor. It has broad wave band over the range 400 nm to 1000 nm, and the maximum
peak response lies at wavelength 825 nm in the near IR band. The intensity for each
response curve are taken in arbitrary unit (a.u.) for shape comparing with the light
source spectrum, and the absolute values are considered for the solar cell performance.

The only one sharp peak of the relative change of open circuit voltage for the two
sensors (monocrystalline and amorphous silicon cells) are obviously in figure 3(a). The
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Figure 2. The spectral response of the amorphous silicon cell sensor (a), and monocrystalline
silicon cell sensor (b).

Figure 3. The relative change of output voltage of a-Si and mono-Si cell sensors (a) and
output current (b) per incident radiation around tmax of eclipse.

peak represent a uniform reflection of the two line wings around tmax with inversely
path of line curves. There is a noticeable continuous increase of monocrystalline line
curve in the left wing of tmax greater than the amorphous line curve owing to eclipse
sunset, where the cell is highly sensitive as mentioned in figure 2(b). In the right wing
with eclipse sunrise a-Si reveals enhancement of the line curve than mono-Si may be due
to the absence of the abundance of scattering light at the rising. Figure 3(b) represent
the relation of output short circuit current of a-Si and mono-Si solar cell sensors per
incident radiation during 40 minute around the maximum of eclipse tmax. The eclipse
has the advantage over sunset of occurring very rapidly, and with the Sun hardly moving
in the sky. Accordingly, sunlight diminishes at a uniform and predictable rate, and near
maximum eclipse there is a chemical and physical processes change in the atmosphere
take place owing to the absence of sunlight.

It is seems from the figure that, pre tmax look likes beginning of sunset with high
scattering of radiation in red and infrared band, therefore monocrstalline silicon cell curve
reveals peak in the left wing, which correspond to the maximum spectral sensitivity of
this cell in this band. In contrarily, the amorphous silicon cell curve line demonstrates
dropping in the left wing (pre tmax) owing to depthless spectral sensitivity of this cell in
that band as mentioned before.
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4. Conclusion
Our measurements data from the partial solar eclipse of 11 August 1999 have yielded an

significant variable electrical cell parameters, which explain spectral prediction of many
observers at solar eclipses and several have been put forward. The ultimate goal is to
explain fully an interesting natural phenomenon. This will not only be satisfying in itself,
but might also increase understanding of other phenomena that depend on atmospheric
scintillation, such as the ‘seeing’ in ground based astronomical telescopes. Though lack
of measured fast local spectral response of the monocrystalline and amorphous silicon
solar cells during this eclipse to which laboratory measurements and observations can be
compared.
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